Alternative Location Proposals

Outcome of 10/28 Settlement Meeting with Alex Pires and Bill Zolper

Verizon
November 3, 2021
Clayton St. - SC 20

Alternative proposed: Attach to existing Delmarva-owned wood pole ~285’ west of current location.

Note - Verizon was able to secure Delmarva’s permission to assume ownership of this pole.

10/28 site walk outcome: Proposed alternative appears acceptable.
Collins St. - SC 33

**Alternative proposed:** Attach to existing Delmarva-owned pole ~200’ southwest of current location.

**Note** - Verizon was able to secure Delmarva’s authorization to attach. This pole was originally ineligible for attachment due to engineering challenges; solutions were identified after discussions between our respective engineers.

**10/28 site walk outcome:** Proposed alternative appears acceptable.
Alternative proposed: Move pole approximately 25’ north into existing pole line and further away from the beach access point.

Note - Existing poles on the south side of the street considered but ruled out. Pole # 61963/04939 has primary with a transformer and Pole # 61954/04938 has a secondary riser, features rendering them ineligible for a wireless attachment.

10/28 site walk outcome: Proposed alternative revised based on feedback from Mr. Pires - move south into the current pole lineup (see updated photo).
**St. Louis St. - SC 01**

**Alternative proposed:** Move pole ~10’ north into the pole line.

**Note** – Existing utility pole has primary wire and is therefore not viable. Underground utilities in immediate vicinity must be accounted for.

10/28 site walk outcome: Alternative revised based on feedback, which was to (i) move into the existing pole line approximately halfway between the poles, or (ii) add a pole topper increasing height of existing pole at the end of the line (see updated photo). Viability of both options dependent on Delmarva approval.
**Cullen St. - SC 02**

**Alternative proposed:** Move pole directly across the street and into the pole line (~15’ beyond the last transformer pole).

**10/28 site walk outcome:** Alternative appears acceptable if Verizon makes good faith effort to place pole 10’ from the last pole in the line instead of 15’ (last pole has an attached guy wire restricting how close we can get).